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>100 Endorsing Organizations

www.pledge2endobesitystigma.org 

http://www.pledge2endobesitystigma.org/


PLEDGE TO END OBESITY STIGMA

www.pledge2endobesitystigma.org 

http://www.pledge2endobesitystigma.org/


• Professional Organizations
• Patients Advocacy Groups
• Academic Institutions/Hospitals
• Scientific / Medical Journals
• Parliamentary Groups
• Single Individuals

Endorsers/pledgers

www.pledge2endobesitystigma.org 

http://www.pledge2endobesitystigma.org/


Definitions
Weight Bias: negative beliefs, assumptions and judgments toward 
individuals with overweight and obesity. 

Weight stigma: 
Social devaluation and denigration of people because of their body 
weight.
  

Weight discrimination: 
Overt forms of weight-based prejudice and unfair treatment
in the workplace, inequities in education, and prejudice in the health care 
setting



Weight 
Stigma

Myths
Assumptions

Beliefs
Misconceptions

• Human/Social Rights
• Health
• Access to Care

• Research
• Public Health
• Prevention





Physical and mental health consequences

“Weight-based stigma and internalized weight bias can be particularly 
harmful to mental health, increasing risks of depressive symptoms, 
anxiety, and promoting lower self-esteem, social isolation, stress, 
and substance use”. 

Rubino et al; Nature Medicine 2020



UCONN RUDD CENTER FOR FOOD POLICY & OBESITY 

Weight stigma Obesity

Experiencing weight stigma is longitudinally associated with 
increases weight gain and obesity

“Adults and children who experience weight-based 
stigma are more likely to avoid exercise and physical 
activity, and to engage in unhealthy behaviors that 
increase the risk of worsening obesity”

Sutin & Terracciano, 2013; Sutin et al., 2014; Quick et al., 2013; 
Schafer & Ferraro, 2011; Hunger & Tomiyama, 2014



Endorsed by over 
100 medical 
organizations

“Patients with obesity, are less likely to seek and receive appropriate treatment for 
obesity or other conditions.”

Despite the well-recognized risks of obesity and related illnesses, it is common for 
health insurance companies to have significant limitations or complete lack of 
coverage for evidence-based treatments of obesity—especially metabolic surgery. 
These policies can cause harm, are indefensible, and are ethically objectionable.

Access to care

Rubino et al; Nature Medicine 2020



“The Curious Case 
of Bariatric 
Surgery”

Major, Sustained Weight Loss 

Improved Quality of Life (QoL)

Improvement/Resolution
Obesity-Related Morbidities

Cost-effectiveness

Reduction All Cause-Mortality

COST/QALY for Bariatric Surgery is 
$3,200-$6,500 vs the $50,000 deemed 
appropriate for coverage

Uptake (Worldwide Mean): 
0.82%

Durable Remission (>10Yr)
”Cure” of T2D

10-year RCT
Lancet 2021



“Cure Sometimes, 
Treat Often, 
Comfort Always”

Hippocrates
 460 BCE–370 BCE



IFSO 2016
Rio de Janeiro

80.22%
“What is the most likely 
explanation for weight 
regain after bariatric
 surgery?”



Causes of Weight-Based Stigma



Causes and contributors of weight 
stigma/discrimination

“The idea that the causes of obesity depend on 
individuals’ faults, such as laziness and gluttony, 
provides the foundation for stigma against obesity”

Joint International Consensus Statement. Nature Medicine 2020



ASK Study: Stigmatizing Views & Treatment

*BAOP score used as proxy measure of stigma

Association between stigmatizing views and opinion that obesity could be 
cured by commitment to follow a healthy lifestyle

General Population Healthcare Professionals

Increasing stigma Increasing stigma

In Gen. Pop and HCPs those that consider obesity to be curable through a commitment to 
a healthy lifestyle have more stigmatizing views

O’Keefe et al
The Lancet Diabetes 
& Endocrin. 2020



ASK Study: Stigmatizing Views & 
Treatment

*BAOP score used as proxy measure of stigma

Association between between stigmatizing views (as measured by BAOP) and 
opinion on most effective treatment for severe obesity (BMI >35 kg/m2)

General Population Healthcare Professionals

Increasing stigma Increasing stigma

In Gen Pop. and HCPs those that consider lifestyle intervention to be the most effective 
treatment for severe obesity have more stigmatizing views

O’Keefe et al
The Lancet Diabetes 
& Endocrin. 2020



“What is THE most effective treatment today for 
Severe Obesity?”

12%

17%

18%

53%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Drugs

Surgery

DK/NA

Diet and exercise

“Aug 2023 Survey of 1017 U.S. Adults with self-reported obesity (Qualtrics)



Widespread 
Assumption that 
Volitional Control of 
Weight is Bidirectional, 
No Matter the Severity 
of Obesity

Increased Fat Mass/Body Weight



A set of concepts and cognitive processes that help us 
understand biological phenomena.

Naïve Biology:

> Children are able to draw causal inferences that are specific to 
biological entities



Body Weight= Energy In – Energy Out



Is obesity really a volitional problem?



• Arcuate nucleus

AgRP, Agouti-related peptide; CART, cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript; NPY, neuropeptide Y; POMC, pro-opiomelanocortin 
Secher et al. J Clin Invest 2014;124:4473–88; van Can et al. Int J Obes (Lond) 2014;38:784–93

Regulation of Appetite: Is it Volitional?

Arcuate
nucleusPOMC/ 

CART
NPY/ 
AgRP

Appetite

HungerSatiety



Meal-related
(Short-term)

Adiposity-
related

(long-term) Meal-related
(Short-term)

Leptin

PYY

Insulin

GLP-1
PYY

Oxyntomodulin

Gastric distension

Hypo-
thalamus

Hindbrain

Adapted from 
Marx J, 

Science 299:846, 2003

CCK

Adiposity-related
(Long-term)

Vagus
Nerve

Spinal
Nerves

GhrelinGhrelin



Role of modern (sedentary) lifestyle

Hunter-Gatherers 
Hatza populations of Tanzania,

(walk an average of 11.2 km a day)

Western urban dwellers 
(New York City/Europe)

Pontzer H, et al .PLoS One. 2012;7(7)



Role of modern (sedentary) lifestyle

Hunter-Gatherers 

?

Western urban dwellers 

No Difference in Daily Total Energy Expenditure

Pontzer H, et al .PLoS One. 2012;7(7)



Physiologic Response of Energy Expenditure to 
Changes in Body Weight



Health Benefits of Physical Activity

Lee et al, Lancet 
2012;380:219-29

But not so much weight loss



“Energy in” and “Energy Out” are Biologically Regulated 





• Popular expressions such as ‘energy in versus energy out’ 
or ‘calories in versus calories out’ are misleading because 
they inaccurately imply that body weight and/or fat mass are 
solely influenced by the number of food calories ingested, and 
the amount of energy burned through exercise. 

• This narrative is not supported by evidence and provides 
a foundation for popular, stigmatizing views that blame 
individuals’ lack of willpower for their obesity.



• “There is a widespread assumption, including among 
many medical professionals, that voluntary lifestyle 
changes (diet and exercise) can entirely reverse obesity 
over long periods of time, even when severe. 

• This assumption runs contrary to indisputable scientific 
evidence demonstrating that voluntary efforts to reduce 
body weight activate potent compensatory biologic 
responses (for example, increased appetite, decreased 
metabolic rate) that typically promote long-term weight 
regain”.



Consensus Statement  
Executive Summary 

Academic institutions, professional organizations, media, public 
health authorities, and government should encourage education 
about weight-based stigma and facilitate a new public narrative of 
obesity, coherent with modern scientific knowledge.

F.Rubino et al; Nature Medicine 2020



@FRubinoMD


